The notionthat architectural education is a professional education in the same category as law, medicine, and business seems to have become obscured. When we look at the educational institutions that serve those professions it becomes clear that a large part of the schooling is geared towards the placement of graduates in jobs. As a result, it sometimes
seems that the main challenge of the student in those professional programs is simply to get accepted into the programs. The first year then becomes a weeding out process after which students, if they stay within the bounds of prescribed paths, can find themselves in well-paying, respected jobs when they graduate.
''The noun "thesis" has come to connote the entire experience, not just the final product.
Conversely, m architecture at MIT the pressures increase over the course of the years of study and culminate in the master's thesis. The thesis' semester is a physically and mentally grueling experience that leaves students thoroughly spentand usually joblesswhen they graduate. I didn't even have the opportunity to think about employment during my thesis, let alone prepare for it.5 4 This state of exhaustion is in some ways rewarding. When I finished, I certainly deserved the sense of accomphshment 1 felt. But there are also scars. The process of architectural education depends on adopting a critical stance. Not only do architects solve problems in the physical environment but we must itientify them too, even when they have been inadvertantly caused by our colleagues. As a student I became accustomed to receiving public criticism, and also to exercising my ever improving critical faculties on myself. During thesis, a student's harshest critic is often his or herself The next issue to consider is how the current thesis process developed. I think that the Beaux Arts legacy is pervasive at a deep structural level in architectural curriculums. When this particular theory of architectural education became popular in this country, architecture was just becoming professionahzed. Many fewer students, of homogenous backgrounds, were preparing for slots in a limited number of firms whose scope of practice was relatively defined. Architects designed pubhc buildmgs, institutions, and monuments, as well as domestic residences for the wealthy. Within this world a thesis endeavor consisted of the development, primarily in plan, of a singular building type with fairly specific programmatic requirements (embassy, library), and the production of a set of carefully rendered presentation drawings. This work could then be "judged" by educators in comparison with the work of other students according to a generally recognized set of criteria. Prospective employers were also adept at evaluating this work and could easily recognize the potential contribution of various graduating students as employees in their firms. In this context, the thesis operated within professional architecture education in much the same way that various job placement activities in other professional schools operate todayto secure graduating students a place in the profession.
What we have today in architecture is a vastly different professional landscape where the types of work a graduating student might seek are highly diversified. The work that the student is likely to have pursued in his or her thesis is certain to be individualistic, if not openly idiosyncratic or deliberately obscure and theoretical so as not to appear professionally focused. It is perhaps redundant to note that these investigations are usually distinct from the modes of practice with which the student will become involved, for diversification within practice seems to be shaped by different (largely economic) forces. This is not to say that there should not be a distinction between educational endeavors and professional practice, and I tor one found my thesis investigation to be highly rewarding and motivating. What concerns me, to reiterate, is the extent to which students graduate in an exhausted state and are often insecure, despite their achievements, about their abilities and prospects. I don't think that this should or must be so. Perhaps one path towards finding a solution to the impasse that surrounds the thesis at MIT is to look at the history of the thesis, its roots in the Beaux Arts system, and to closely examine that history in order to seek a mode for effective structural transformation of thesis methodology. I believe that the system may be effectively adapted to more closely meet current needs by recognizing and jettisoning vestigial aspects that date back to conditions that no longer exist. Perhaps the thesis could occur in the penultimate semester, to be understood as a period of introspection, which could be followed by a final semester of reflection and projection towards the conmiencement of a career. 
